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Regardless of whether you were a part of the decision-making

process that brought your company to Dinova or you have simply

WELCOME TO
DINOVA – WHERE
THE FOCUS IS
ON FOOD AND
BUSINESS DINING
IS EVERYONE’S
FAVORITE DISH

stepped into the role of program administrator, we’re thrilled to
welcome you to our table.

We also want to assure you that we’re here to help you make this

relationship as successful and profitable as possible. Reading through
this “communications cookbook” is an excellent move on your part.
You’ll find it full of tips and resources designed to ensure that your
company earns the highest level of Dinova rebate.

IF THAT SOUNDS LIKE
YOUR CUP OF TEA, LET’S
GET STARTED.
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For a description of HOW THE DINOVA
PROGRAM WORKS

page 5

For a checklist of things you need to do
in order to START RECEIVING YOUR
REBATE CHECKS

page 11

For ideas on HOW TO GET STARTED

page 30-36, 38-43

For a list of ALL OF THE RESOURCE
LINKS referenced in this cookbook

page 44

SHORTCUTS
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DINOVA’S RECIPE FOR SUCCESS
In a nutshell, Dinova has connections to more
than 21,000 restaurant locations throughout

the United States. When companies like yours

sign up for Dinova, they earn a rebate any time
their employees use their corporate credit

to dine with any of our restaurant partners.
Only business dining transactions count,
but everyone gets something from the
connection:

cards

RESTAURANTS GET MORE
WEEKDAY TRAFFIC

more sales, and status visibility
from an audience that’s otherwise
too difficult for them to reach on
their own;

ENTERPRISES GET A REBATE

on an expense that they’re already
incurring every day – a way to offset the
overall costs of their T&E program or fund
an internal corporate social responsibility
initiative – without having to negotiate with
each restaurant individually; and

BUSINESS DINERS GET AN
EASY-TO-COMPLY-WITH SET
OF DINING GUIDELINES

And when they opt in to participate in
myDinova Rewards, employees can also
earn their own personal dining rewards
on these same dining transactions.
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The Dinova program is built around the idea that nourishing connections
when business and mealtimes overlap helps everyone – our companies,
employees, and restaurants all at the same time.

NOURISHING
CONNECTIONS
HELPS
EVERYONE

COMPANIES

EMPLOYEES

RESTAURANTS

When any of these groups fails to engage, the connections shrivel
up and die; when each of these groups actively participates, the
connections THRIVE.
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THE

KEY INGREDIENT

IS YOU

{LET’S GET FIRED UP}
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LET’S GET FIRED UP!

As your company’s Dinova program administrator,
you are a key ingredient in the success

We need you out front, serving as your

program falls flatter than a pancake and

spread awareness of the program so

of this recipe. Without you, the Dinova
becomes, sadly, less tasty. Here’s why:

company’s Dinova ambassador, helping
that employees know that their choice
of dining venue makes a difference.

Dinova works just like your other
preferred vendor programs,
which means that in order for your
company to earn higher rebates,
there has to be a measurable
change in dining behavior – an
increase in patronage of Dinova
marketplace restaurants within the
context of your company’s overall
dining spend.

YOUR INTENTIONAL
ACTIONS IN PROMOTING
THE PROGRAM WILL GET
BUSINESS DINERS INTO
DINOVA RESTAURANTS AND
INCREASE YOUR REBATE.

YOUR
EMPLOYEES’
BUSINESS IS
THE CARROT

that leads new restaurants
into the Dinova program
and keeps those that are
already there happily
funding your rebates.
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FOR

BEST RESULTS,

PREHEAT

{HOW TO BE “REBATE READY”}
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HOW TO BE “REBATE READY”
After years of observing the most fruitful Dinova partnerships, we really
know what helps the program take root and gets companies to “think
dining, think Dinova”!

To that end, we’ve created the
following Rebate Ready Checklist.
If you’re new to Dinova, this

“Rebate Ready” checklist is part of

your contract. These steps reflect the
range of activities that can help you
earn your highest possible rebate
levels.

If you have been with us
a little longer and are already

earning rebates, you should still use
this list to make sure you haven’t

missed any golden opportunities to
get the word out.

QUESTIONS We're

happy to answer any
questions you have about
these steps, give you
guidance, and help make
sure you have what you
need to complete them
successfully. Reach out to
corporatesupport@dinova.
com at any time.

WITHIN 45 DAYS OF SIGNING
YOUR CONTRACT
REBATE
READY
CHECKLIST

Tell your cardholders
about Dinova

Send an executive communication
introducing the Dinova program to your
cardholder employees, either via mail,
email or by posting to a company-wide
message board.
> Wording for a Company-Wide Dinova
Announcement

Add Dinova information
to your travel and/or
expense policies

Incorporate a mention of support
for the Dinova program – a message
encouraging employees to eat at Dinova
restaurants while they’re traveling for
business – into your company’s travel
and/or expense policy.
> Wording for Adding Dinova to Your
Travel Policy
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Promote Dinova on your
travel portal and intranet

Post information about the Dinova
program with a link to a Dinova resource
(i.e., https://search.dinova.com/, an “About
Dinova” page on your company’s intranet,
etc.) to your company’s travel portal and
intranet site.
> How to Add Dinova Messaging to Your
SAP Concur Online Booking Tool

Write a letter of introduction
that Dinova can share with
restaurant prospects

Secure a Dinova sponsorship letter
from one of your stakeholders (i.e.,
your CFO, procurement manager, travel
program manager, meeting and events
planner, etc.), validating your company’s
relationship with Dinova, which the Dinova
sales team may reference when inviting
restaurants to join the marketplace.
> Sponsor Letter of Introduction for
Restaurant Prospects
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FOR EVEN BROWNING, ROTATE PANS

TOP TO BOTTOM AND FRONT TO BACK,

HALFWAY THROUGH BAKING
{MAKE AN ACTION PLAN FOR SUCCESS}
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MAKE AN ACTION PLAN FOR SUCCESS
Some types of recipes require much more
time and technical skill than others: tossing
together a chef salad and whipping up a
mile-high meringue both require you to
stir ingredients together, but to wildly
different effects.

All that to say, we know you’re busy
but we hope you’ll try a variety of our
communication ideas – a mix of easy and
complex – and find out what works best for
your different diner groups.

To get you started, we’ve cooked up a sample plan to
help you knock out your Rebate-Ready requirements in
your first 45 days with Dinova.
It will also get you using the tools and resources we’ve made for you. And if you need more
inspiration, let us know – our asset libraries, social media channels, and team of Account
Success Managers are just a click or email away.

SCHEDULE
PROMOTIONAL
ACTIVITY

We recommend scheduling
some small Dinova
promotional activity for
yourself every week. Whether
it’s taking five minutes
to create a post for your
company’s intranet site
or spending half an hour
recruiting a sous chef, getting
your diners to dine Dinovastyle really is key to earning
the highest rebates possible.

ACTION PLAN FOR YOUR FIRST 45 DAYS
Week 1
Review the resources available to you on our online Cookbook.
Visit the myDinova Creative Asset Library, and download an
image to insert into your email signature.

Week 2
Look at our sample wording and draft a message to your
cardholders, introducing the Dinova program as a new company
policy/program. Determine who in your company is the appropriate
signature for this message, and share the message with them,
requesting their participation. Determine the best method for
distributing this message (email, mail, company portal, etc.), and
arrange to have it sent/posted.

Week 3
Arrange with your Travel Program Manager to post information about
the Dinova program with a link to a Dinova resource (i.e., https://
search.dinova.com/, an “About Dinova” page on your company’s
intranet, etc.) to your company’s travel portal and intranet site.
Follow up on the cardholder message distribution, if needed.

Week 4
Meet with your HR department about incorporating a mention of
support for the Dinova program – a message encouraging employees
to eat at Dinova restaurants while they’re traveling for business – into
your company’s travel and/or expense policy.
> Wording for Adding Dinova to Your Travel Policy
Follow up on the travel portal post, if needed.

Week 5
Look at our sample wording and draft a Dinova
sponsorship letter from one of your stakeholders
(i.e., your CFO, procurement manager, travel
program manager, meeting and events planner,
etc.), validating your company’s relationship
with Dinova, which the Dinova sales team may
reference when inviting restaurants to join the
marketplace. Determine who in your company is
the appropriate signature for this message, and
share the message with them, requesting their
participation.
Follow up with HR about dining policy progress, if needed.

Week 6
Put together a post for your company's internal messaging or
social channel; something as simple as reminding diners to
download Dinova's mobile app or sharing some of the gift cards
that employees can earn through myDinova Rewards are great
ways to increase awareness and engagement.

Week 7
Follow up on the sponsorship letter, if needed.
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15

RING

THE DINNER

BELL

{THE CONNECTION BETWEEN YOUR
ACTIONS AND YOUR REBATES}
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THE CONNECTION BETWEEN YOUR
ACTIONS AND YOUR REBATES
HERE’S THE SIMPLE TRUTH

If you don’t promote the dining program to your
employees, your company won’t earn the maximum
possible rebate.

Maximize Your Rebate

% of In-Marketplace
Restaurant Spend

Your Adoption Rate Determines Your Rebate

Unless someone introduces your business diners
to the program and explains the benefit of seeking
out Dinova marketplace restaurants, they don’t
know that there’s any compelling business reason
for them to choose one restaurant over another.
You, as the program administrator, are responsible
for raising Dinova awareness – but you don’t have
to do it alone.

• Sliding Scale Rebate
• Rebate Paid on Total Check
• Employee Communication Is
Key to Higher Adoption

$ Rebate on In-Marketplace Spend

REBATE

3

REBATE

Up to 7% Adoption

10.01-13% Adoption

%

4

%

5

%

REBATE

16.01%+ Adoption

Connect with the
people in your
organization who
influence business
dining decisions [see
pages 27-28].

Provide content that
your communications
team can use [see
pages 18-23].

Remember, the more engaged your diners are,
the more your rebate will grow!
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A

FEAST FOR

THE EYES
{DINOVA CREATIVE ASSET LIBRARIES}
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DINOVA CREATIVE ASSET LIBRARIES
Some business concepts are hard to visualize. Food is not. In today’s

Insta-filtered world, the eyes that can slide past prettily plated morsels without
pause are rare indeed.

That’s why we’ve assembled an online library of
creative assets designed to help you spread the
word about Dinova.
We’ve combined images with Dinova messages and branding in a variety of sizes,
and we update them throughout the year to keep your options fresh.

ONLINE
LIBRARY

When we encourage you to
post a Dinova image on your
company’s intranet or insert a
Dinova image into an employee
newsletter, our Creative Asset
Library is where you’ll find
these images. It’s also where
you’ll find our logo, written
descriptions of the Dinova
program, and more.
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YOUR

WORD

PANTRY
{HELPFUL WORDS AND PHRASES
FOR CREATING YOUR OWN
DINOVA MESSAGES}
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HELPFUL
WORDS AND
PHRASES FOR
CREATING
YOUR OWN
DINOVA
MESSAGES

We’ve gathered some content
that you can pluck from the shelf
whenever you need to create a
Dinova promo message, along
with a few flavorful phrases you
may find helpful in talking about
the program in general.

USE
THIS

These descriptions and phrases,
as well as more details and talking
points, can also be found in our

CREATIVE ASSET
LIBRARY .

Dinova Description – for when you just
need a few sentences to explain what
Dinova is:

What is Dinova? Quite simply, it’s how [your company] saves money
on corporate dining.
Dinova is a business dining marketplace, dedicated to connecting
companies with restaurants that understand the value of business diners.
[Your company] has partnered with Dinova to earn savings whenever
employees dine for business. By dining in restaurants in the Dinova
network and paying for your meals with your corporate credit card, [your
company] earns a rebate.
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Dinova Description – for companies that are
ELIGIBLE FOR AND ACTIVELY PROMOTING the myDinova
Rewards program

How It Works – or when you need to generally
EXPLAIN TO YOUR BUSINESS DINERS how the Dinova
preferred dining network benefits them and what actions
they need to take.

Catchy Phrases – Think of these as your first course. If you’re
looking for BASIC MESSAGING, the following phrases can
help you start spreading awareness about the Dinova
program within your organization.
Example
Think Dining, Think Dinova.

Why this works/what this means: Chances are high that your employees
are not yet familiar with Dinova – we’re not a household name (yet), but it’s
much easier to have people remember ‘Dinova’ than it is for them to keep
track of each of our 21,000+ individual restaurant locations. This short and
sweet phrase establishes the connection between dining and Dinova.

CLICK ON
LINKS FOR
MORE
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GARNISHES
{DINOVA SOCIAL CHANNELS AS A
BONUS CONTENT RESOURCE}
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DINOVA SOCIAL CHANNELS AS
A BONUS CONTENT RESOURCE
Once your introductory messages are
simmering away, you may be looking for
other content – something besides our
program basics. When that’s the case, it’s
time to check out our social media channels
and blog.

We’re always publishing bits and pieces
about the restaurants in our marketplace,
helpful business dining and travel tips,
blurbs about food news and, of course,
pictures of tasty treats.

Whenever you run across something we’ve posted that you
think might whet your diners’ appetites, feel free to share,
repost, or quote it on your own communications channels.
Adding a Dinova hashtag or an intro (even something as simple as “Check out this [post]
from Dinova, [your company]’s business dining program:”) really helps give context and
share the love.

HERE’S WHERE
YOU CAN FIND US
ONLINE
The Fork
https://www.dinova.com/
insights/
LinkedIn /company/
Dinova/
FaceBook /Dinovanetwork

Example

Instagram /dinova_
marketplace

Visit our blog, The Fork and find the latest post announcing new restaurants that have joined the

Twitter /dinovanetwork

Dinova marketplace. Copy the link to the blog, and post it on your company’s Slack page or Yammer
channel, along with a short lead-in like this: “Here’s the newest list of restaurants that have joined
our preferred dining program. Remember to download the Dinova mobile app and look for Dinova
marketplace restaurants first whenever you need to find a place to eat while you’re on the road.”

YouTube /Dinova
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ADD EGGS ONE AT AT TIME

BEATING WELL AFTER

EACH ADDITION
{BREAKING THE TASK DOWN INTO
SIMPLE, REPEATABLE STEPS}
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BREAKING THE TASK DOWN INTO
SIMPLE, REPEATABLE STEPS
When it comes to promoting Dinova, we recognize that the task can seem daunting
if the audience you need to reach numbers into the tens or even possibly hundreds
of thousands.

Don’t let yourself be daunted.

Take our advice and focus on four simple steps:

IDENTIFY

a group of business diners
you want to reach.
(see pages 27-28)

DECIDE

what message you want to
share with this group.
(see pages 18, 20, 23)

LOOK

at the communication
channels you can use to
reach that group.
(see pages 30-36)

Repeat for each of your key dining groups. After you’ve gone through the steps the
first time and made connections inside your various communications channels, the
process will move faster and come together more smoothly with each repetition.

WORK

with the people in your
organization who are
responsible for that channel
to get that message
delivered. (see pages 38-43)
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VIP GUEST

LIST

{YOUR KEY GROUPS OF BUSINESS DINERS}
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YOUR KEY
GROUPS OF
BUSINESS
DINERS

NOW THAT WE’VE REVIEWED WHAT
TO SAY, LET’S LOOK AT WHO YOU’RE
TALKING TO.
Business dining is already happening every day, at all levels of your

company, but there are some roles that involve much more frequent
business dining than others. To start maximizing your Dinova rebate

immediately, you need to get your most active diners on board with the
program.

We’ve identified a few common groups of business diners here to get

your juices flowing. Read through our frequent diner descriptions, then
consider who you might want to target first.
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ROAD WARRIORS/BUSINESS TRAVELERS

This group tends to include your sales force, field service
reps, account service teams, etc.

EXECUTIVE ADMINS

This group tends to have responsibility for a single executive,
a group of executives, or a department.

MEETING & EVENT PLANNERS

These business diners are usually found on your marketing
and PR teams.

EXECUTIVES

These are your high-level diners from the C-suite and
director ranks.

CLICK ON
LINKS FOR
MORE
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UTENSILS AND

SERVEWARE
{AUDITING YOUR
COMMUNICATION CHANNELS}
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AUDITING YOUR
COMMUNICATION CHANNELS
Like forks in a formal table setting, enterprise communications channels today
are many and purpose-specific. Let’s evaluate the communications channels you
have at your disposal and determine the order in which you should use them.

HIGH REACH/
LOW EFFORT

Here’s what to do.

For each channel listed:

FILL IN THE BLANK

naming the specific tool your
organization uses.

CONSIDER THE
AUDIENCE(S)

the channel is aimed at, and
estimate the size of its reach
within your organization.
• High
• Medium
• Low

ESTIMATE

how much effort you feel it will
take to get a message about
Dinova on this channel.
• High
• Medium
• Low

You should then have a pretty
good feel for what you’ve
got to work with. Start with
anything you’ve identified as a
High Reach/Low Effort channel,
and reach out to the resource
responsible for that tool to find
out what you need to do to get
your messaging included.
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COMMUNICATION CHANNELS
OBT Online Booking Tool

Meeting Planning Tools

How you can promote Dinova on this channel:

How you can promote Dinova on this channel:

Reach

Reach

Effort

Effort

(SAP Concur, Get There, Engencia, etc.)
Choose an image from your Dinova Creative Asset
Library and post it as a banner/ad, reminding your
business travelers to search for Dinova restaurants in
their destination cities. Link the image to the
Dinova online search tool (https://search.dinova.com).

(CVent, etc.)

When you have an event (convention or other large
meeting) coming up in a particular city, use the
Dinova search tool to identify restaurants that are
close to the venue, and include links to or highlight a
list of these as “preferred dining options” in attendee
registration materials.
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Messaging Tools

Company Newsletter

How you can promote Dinova on this channel:

How you can promote Dinova on this channel:

Reach

Reach

Effort

Effort

Work with your Travel Management Company to send
an automated reminder message to your travelers
encouraging them to choose Dinova restaurants for
business dining when they have the option.

Choose an image from your Dinova Creative Asset
Library and include it in your newsletter. Link it to
Dinova’s online search tool (https://search.dinova.com)
or to information about myDinova Rewards, encouraging
them to sign up and earn their own personal rewards on
their business dining transactions.
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Lobby Board
(electronic)

How you can promote Dinova on this channel:

Choose an image from your Dinova Creative Asset
Library and post it to your lobby board. Make sure to
pick one with just a few words – one that will catch your
employees’ eyes but not require them to stop and read a
lot to get the point.

Company/Department/Team Email
Announcements

How you can promote Dinova on this channel:

Post an image from your Dinova Creative Asset Library
and link it to Dinova’s online search tool (https://search.
dinova.com).

Reach

Reach

Effort

Effort
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Internal Social Channels

HR (new employee onboarding/training materials,

How you can promote Dinova on this channel: Visit

How you can promote Dinova on this channel:

employee handbook, etc.)

our blog, The Fork, and find the latest post announcing
new restaurants that have joined the Dinova marketplace.
Copy the link to the blog, and post it on your company’s
Slack page or Yammer channel, along with a short lead-in
like this: “Here’s the newest list of restaurants that have
joined our preferred dining program. Remember to use
the Dinova mobile app to look for in-network restaurants
whenever you need options for business dining.”

Have Dinova activities added to your new hire training
checklists. Something as simple as instructing new hires
to download the Dinova mobile app or encouraging
them to sign up for myDinova Rewards will help establish
policy-compliant dining habits from day one.

Reach

Reach

Effort

Effort
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Employee Mobile App

Travel Portal

How you can promote Dinova on this channel:

How you can promote Dinova on this channel:

Reach

Reach

Effort

Effort

Post an image from your Dinova Creative Asset Library
and link it to Dinova’s online search tool (https://search.
dinova.com).

Post an image from your Dinova Creative Asset Library
and link it to Dinova’s online search tool (https://search.
dinova.com).
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Company Intranet

Social Community

How you can promote Dinova on this channel:

How you can promote Dinova on this channel:

Reach

Reach

Effort

Effort

Post an image from your Dinova Creative Asset Library
and link it to Dinova’s online search tool (https://search.
dinova.com).

Post an image from your Dinova Creative Asset Library
and link it to Dinova’s online search tool (https://search.
dinova.com).
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YOUR

SOUS CHEFS
{PEOPLE WHO CAN HELP YOU SPREAD
THE WORD}
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PEOPLE WHO
CAN HELP
YOU SPREAD
THE WORD

We’ve said it before, but it’s really true: you’re

not alone. You don’t – in fact you can’t possibly

– spread the word about Dinova all by yourself.
Like carrying a beautiful six-tiered cake from

kitchen to banquet table, talking about Dinova
is something best accomplished with multiple
people working together.

WE’VE IDENTIFIED A FEW
ORGANIZATIONAL ROLES that you should

In this section,

recruit into your network – the sous-chefs to your top chef, so to speak.
(Although we don’t recommend you actually calling them that.)
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ORGANIZATIONAL ROLES
Program Administrator

IT Department

We’re serious when we said the program administrator
is key to the success of this program; someone needs to
own the activity of communicating the Dinova message
within your company. If this is you, but you sincerely don’t
have the bandwidth to spread the word about dining, this
is your cue to enlist someone else as your organization’s
ambassador.

This may sound like an odd inclusion, but making
sure Dinova’s email messages can get through your
company’s firewall is key. Who do we email? In addition
to the program administrator and others involved in
your organization’s account operations, any of your
employees who sign up for myDinova and provide their
corporate email address will receive occasional messages
from Dinova: updates on rewards points balances, new
restaurant announcements, and special offers.

Activation Idea

Activation Idea

Select one of the 600x100 or 400x80 images

Email your IT department

from your Dinova Creative Asset Library and add it your
email signature, linked to another resource to help tell your
organization what Dinova is all about.
> Email Signature Example

to request that Dinova’s email domains be added to your
organization’s record of whitelisted senders.

> Whitelisting Instructions
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Executive Sponsor

Corporate Communications

Chances are, someone with a V-, C- or Director-level title
was involved with your organization’s decision to sign up
for Dinova. This person will be instrumental in helping
you satisfy the sponsorship letter part of our RebateReady recommendations.

There’s almost certainly a person or team already tasked
– officially – with communicating with your organization’s
employees on a regular basis.

Activation Idea

Activation Idea

Schedule a chat or send an email

Talk to your corporate communications team

requesting this person either recruit a V-, C- or Directorlevel colleague to write the Dinova sponsor letter, or write it
themselves.
> Sponsor Letter Example

about their editorial channels, calendars, and the best ways
to get messages onto their radar; set up a cadence for how
frequently you would like to see content about Dinova on their
various channels.
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Travel Manager

Meetings & Events Team

Travel managers need to be the Dinova evangelists to
your company’s road warriors, as the Dinova program can
have a significant impact on how travelers choose to dine
on the road.

This group is already well aware of the cost of dining
options to their specific budgets, so they should be very
open to helping you help them.

Activation Idea

Activation Idea

Work with travel managers

Reach out to corporatesupport@dinova.com and ask

to get into your organization’s OBT messaging and expense
tools, and brainstorm additional opportunities for reaching this
key audience. Consider highlighting Dinova during your next
company travel fair

about hosting a webinar for your team; we can walk them
through opportunities for populating their meeting and event
tools with Dinova information – training them on how to add
messaging to registration pages and put together mini-dining
guides as needed.
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Fleet Car Manager

HR Manager

Whoever is responsible for getting your organization’s
field reps out on the road has direct contact with a group
of people you know have a regular need to eat on the
road.

When it comes to getting employees to “think dining,
think Dinova,” sometimes the beginning – aka, with new
hires – is the best place to start.

Activation Idea

Activation Idea

Find out how this person communicates

Work with your HR manager

with the people they arrange transportation for, and discuss
ways to include Dinova in their messaging. Even something as
simple as adding a Dinova image to their email signature can
get help get the word out.

to get Dinova messaging into new employee training or
onboarding materials (“Download the Dinova restaurant
locator mobile app!” or “Sign up for myDinova Rewards and
earn personal rewards at the same time as you’re following
our company dining guidelines!”), and into standard operating
procedure policies regarding business dining.
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Sales Team Leader

Executive Admins

Bringing in the big deals is this role’s
primary objective. Show them how
their business dining decisions bring
even more value to the company –
and themselves, through myDinova
Rewards – and you’ll have people
in highly visible roles modeling and
endorsing the policy you need others
to follow.

As noted before, this group can be
key to your success.

Your Travel Management
Company

Your TMC is already thinking about
your business travelers and ways
to reduce friction in the travel
experience. They communicate
regularly with your travelers and may
already have opportunities where
they are looking for fresh content to
share.

Activation Idea

Activation Idea

Activation Idea

Talk to sales team leaders

Ask your company’s executive
admins

Working with your company’s
internal Travel Program Manager,

about trickling down the Dinova
messaging to their teams. You know
they’re going to end up doing
whatever they think will help them
win the business, but if teams are
instructed to download the mobile app
and check for options, then they’ll be
more aware that some dining options
benefit the organization (through the
rebate) more than others.

to share information about the Dinova
mobile app and the benefit of eating
at Dinova marketplace restaurants,
with the executives and teams they’re
responsible for. Reach out to us at
corporatesupport@dinova.com about
hosting a “How to Dinova Can Help
You” webinar for this group.

get connected with your company’s
TMC contact. Schedule time to talk
with them about how best to spread
the word that Dinova can help business
travelers find policy-compliant
restaurants that meet their own dining
preferences while on the road.

Helpful Links

LINKS

•

Dinova search page

•

myDinova overview (general)

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

myDinova home page

Dinova Creative Asset Library

Dinova Restaurant Locator App in the Apple App Store

Dinova Restaurant Locator App on the Google Play Store
Dinova facebook
Dinova Twitter

Dinova LinkedIn

Dinova Instagram
Dinova YouTube

• The Fork (Dinova’s blog)

Instructions

• How to Add a Dinova Message to Your SAP Concur Online Booking Tool
• How to Whitelist Dinova Email Domains

Examples

• Dinova asset inserted into an email signature
• Executive communication to cardholders
• Sponsor/letter of introduction for restaurant prospects
• Wording for travel/expense policy

